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Now why ? ' He spread his hands out behind him to the fire,
rubbing them together like a fly that has been in treacle. If
one couldn't tell what was passing in the mind of one's own
wife in one's own house, how on earth could one tell anything
from the face of a stranger, and he one of the closest bits of
mechanism in the world—an English gentleman of business !
If only life were like ' The Idiot' or c The Brothers
Karamazov,' and everybody went about turning out their
inmost hearts at the tops of their voices ! If only club
card rooms had a dash of epilepsy in their composition !
Bu t—nothing ! Nothing ! The world was full of wonderful
secrets which everybody kept to themselves without
captions or close-ups to give them away !
A footman came in, looked at the fire, stood a moment
expressionless as a stork, waiting for an order to ping out,
staccato, through the hum, turned and went away.
Mechanism ! Everywhere—mechanism ! Devices for
getting away from life so complete that there seemed no
life to get away from.
' It's all,' he thought, ' awfully like a man sending a
registered letter to himself. And perhaps it's just as well.
Is e life ' a good thing—is it ? Do I want to see ' life '
raw again ? '
Elderson was seated now, and Michael had a perfect view
of the back of his head. It disclosed nothing.
e I'm no sleuth,' he thought; ' there ought to be some-
thing in the way he doesn't part his hair behind.' And,
getting off the fender, he went home.
At dinner he caught one of his own looks at Fleur and
didn't like it. Sleuth ! And yet how not try to know what
were the real thoughts and feelings of one who held his heart,
like an accordion, and made it squeak and groan at pleasure!
" I saw the model you sent Aubrey yesterday," she said.
" She didn't say anything about the clothes, but she looked

